To make all men see what is the fellowship of the mystery
If we ask of ourselves, “What is man?” it at first would seem as though we were troubling ourselves
foolishly. We answer the question as we would answer “what is a dog?” – an organised and vital
mass of flesh, blood, bone and nerve. Bet even to that material conception the scientist adds a halo,
when he relates, by his laws of evolution and heredity, the living man to all dead generations and to
a future families. When even the scientist with his rather narrowed conceptions, brings us to the
vantage points from which the grand march of humanity may be seen when he shows us generation
after generation doing its work, making its own particular conquests and gradually dropping out of
the labour to be left behind; and another generation coming up to stand where the old has stood, to
inherit all the powers of the old and to carry on its work on continuation of what has already been
done, then we begin to understand the mystery of man and to see that not only the is not our
question foolish but its answer contains the germ of all science. The last creation is the epitome of
science. But this grand march of the generations and the peoples, this long inheritance of power,
this vast ancestry which lie within man as we know him, but lead us to the fringe of the mystery.
Man is more than his body, more than his communities, more than his civilizations. Man’s self
comprehends are these. His spirit is the architect of them all and the dweller in them all. It builds
them and destroys them. It is it which says when they are good and when they are bad; it is it which
approves of or condemns the works of the hand and the thoughts of the brain. It was the leader and
inspiration in all the struggles for physical life which the scientist has discovered in his primeval
kingdoms of life; it has made the pages of history so chequered; it has thrown the majesty of Greece
and Rome upon the shores of time like shattered spars of a wreck, has becalmed the Eastern
peoples on a sea where destruction is long deferred but where progress is impossible, and is now
filling the sails of its Western peoples and is raising a tempestuous ocean of doubt and agitation
around them here is the chief mystery, the mystery of mysteries. That psychological self of man
whose imperious demands upon him are his moral driving force and the absolute nature of which
has led him to talk of the imperfect earth as but a temporary dwelling place and not at all the natural
home of man. This struggle of man’s inner and mysterious self to impress itself upon circumstances
and to make them congenial is what men call progress. Mankind is on a Jason voyage in search of a
golden fleece, on a knightly pilgrimage in search of the Holy Grail. At one time beating here, at
another wandering there, taking up this method of consolation and anon laying it aside for that
method, sometimes, nay often, sunk in the quagmire of mistaken effort; persuading himself
occasionally that his quest was but dust and vanity. But the search still goes on and will, whilst there
is youth in the worlds. From the materialist point of view it is progress; from the spiritual it is
religion; from both it is an attempt to make all men see and live in the fellowship of the mystery of
life.
One of the thickest clouds obscuring our vision has been the inevitable bewilderment of our nature.
We have not only inherited the religious nature, but the interpretation which our fathers placed
upon it. We have not been free in our own generations, with our own knowledge and in our own
circumstances to embrace and express our religious convictions. The dead hand has lain heavily
upon us and the legends of our Glastonbury thorns have grievously beset us in our search for the
treasure which made the thorn bloom. The church as well as the altar has been our inheritance.
Athenasian creeds, Thirty-nine articles, Westminster Confessions of Faith which should all have died
with their generations have lived with the spirit they enshrined or were supposed to enshrine, and
we have worshipped them with devotion of relic worshippers. The fears that schism would creep
into the church, the expedients which rival factions adopted to secure supremacy, the decrees of illinformed and boldly ignorant councils of ecclesiastics are read by us in our pages of history, and we
think of man’s frailties and blindness. What we do not remember, what is a great moral victory for

us even to understand, is that these blunderings have passed into our notions of religion, that they
are sitting by us in our pews and in the accents of the divine are giving their own council and are
leading us on the paths which seem good to them. And so in our search for the Holy Grail let us pray
ere we set out, to be delivered from all the trammels of the past so that we may be free to live with
the living present; that the dead hand may be taken off our shoulders so that the living voices may
be our only guides; that in doubt and difficulty we may not turn to the dusty records of what our
fathers have told us but to the principles of truth which are in the hearts of all men who strive to
walk uprightly. In his own market place, amongst his own people, solving his own problems of life
does a man catch those saving glimpses of a Divine purity and joy which never change with
circumstance but which created, maintains and will re-create the world. So religion wells from the
spirit “Heaven and earth shall pass away but my word shall never pass away.”
And what is the spirit of him from whom, like Sir Galahad, “the Divine presence is never clouded.”
The path of man is lit by two lamps. Faith on the one hand and humility on the other – the faith that
can say:
Yes, I have had my griefs and yet
I think that when I shake off life’s annoy,
I shall, in my last hour, forget
All things that were not joy.
The humility that can exclaim “My Lord and my God”. That spirit is the centre of gravity of the moral
universe. We are all atoms gravitating towards it. But religion is not emotion merely. Emotion, as it
were, seeks consolation by looking out of the windows of reason and thereby induces will to come
and keep company with it. A companionless emotion goes mad and beats its head against its prison
walls and dies. And the world looking in upon its corpse sees it to be ugly. Emotion must keep sane if
it is to do its work in the world. On the other hand reason when left to itself goes mad with pride. It
hews the logs for a great fire at which it might warm itself, it prepares the viands for a sumptuous
feast at which it might renew its strength but it disdains to spread out its hands to the glow and
refuses to take its seat at the table. It too dies and the world looks upon its corpse and turns away
and says: “How thin and cold”. The will, without the inspiration of emotion and the control of reason
meanders aimlessly towards whatever affords a momentary inducement, it pursues the ephemeral
butterfly rather than the world spirit, at night it encamps where it rose in the morning; it exhausts
itself in its circle wandering, and finally sits down and lets the world roll on without its help.
Now, in the religious man, all these three, Emotion, Reason, Will, are a fraternity. They move
together; they live together. They are not opposing elements in his nature. They cooperate in the
making of him. The experience which vitalises them together is the true experience for man. The aim
which satisfies them is the true human aim. We have dealt with the emotion of religion – the
imperfect seeking the perfect, the trammelled seeking the free. What of its reason? Does it deal with
creation stories? Does it concern itself with the mysterious nature of God? Or the methods by which
he chooses to reveal himself to mankind? In some ways it does, but none of this is its main concern.
The first step in the Reason of Religion is to show the unity of mankind – the brotherhood of man.
From this moral law derives power and universality; from this we learn of that love which shiners
equally in the just and unjust, and are taught again with Peter that there is nothing common or
unclean. The fellowship of the mystery is not between man and man, or man and a class, or man and
a race, but between man and humanity. The mystery itself belongs to no one continent – to no
single stage of civilization. The Holy Grail can never be possessed by any man who has outstripped
his fellows. Sir Galahad must return in the strength of his vision to help others to attain to his spirit.
The religious spirit thinks of itself last of all. Its first thoughts and work are ion behalf of those which
it regards in pity. I speak of fraternity in no sentimental spirit. Who will deny but that sympathy is a

human virtue, and who would limit it to one race or one continent? And how e we to account for a
sympathy so catholic unless we admit that all flesh and blood have some common bond of being?
And that the human mind attains to its fullest strength only as it embraces mankind? “Am I my
brother’s keeper”, is the cry of Cain: “Ye are my brother, and my sister and my mother”, is the love
of Christ. And that necessity of human sympathy which allies us to our fellow men, allies us also to
nature. In the fields and on the hills, in the changing seasons and varying days we find reflections of
our moods, and moods for spiritual advancement. In this wide unity Melampus grew in wisdom.
For him the woods were a home and gave him the key of knowledge . . .
When others hear but a hum and see but a beam
The tongue and eye of the fountain of life he knew.
Only he who knows nature best, knows how very human it is, and how far it reveals the fellowship of
the mystery to him by quickening his sensibilities. And he who adds the dumb animals to his friends
adds a whole universe to the sweep of his emotions, and unfathomable depths to the soundings of
his life. In this unity of man and mankind on the one hand, and man and nature on the other, reason
finds its first steps towards religion and the religious spirit finds its easiest outlet for action. Duty
proceeding from this intellectual conviction is robbed of its hard features of compulsion and
becomes the labour of love. The moral law becomes the law of the universe, and the divine which
was hitherto remote and all but unapproachable is drawn within us and is seen from every blade and
eye about us. We no longer occupy our own little pinnacles of creatures, tempted to cast ourselves
down at the feet of any pride, to bid farewell to our faith at any reverse. We join the world. Its hopes
and fears are in us. We rise on the great pulses of an ocean, and if we fall we know that the ebb is
just the gathering of strength for another flow. Ah! And it is to be that ebb and flow that makes all
the difference. No man can live well on himself – no more than he can live well upon others. The
problem which we have to solve in taking our place in the world and in setting our faces towards the
wicket gate through which we propose to pass is: How are we to live with others – in fellowship with
others. How is that sympathy which springs readily when we see evil to be used to make evil
impossible? How is to become the rule of life instead of a balm for life’s accidents?
And the second step of reason to religion is this: that we believe in the continuity of effort. “There
can never be but one lost good.” Here we not only throw ourselves on the bosom of creation, but
share with it the secret of its being. The day becomes lost in eternity; the generation in humanity.
We claim kinship with all who have gone before us, we are preparing for all who are to come after
us. In this way we can see deeper than the events of the day can enable us. Creation from beginning
to end appears as the unfolding of a purpose. Accidents and whims pass out of our ken with their
irrationality and chaos, and order settled over the universe. And though in this long sweep the great
events and efforts of the individual life are dwarfed and may lead you to imagine that all
responsibility and incentive are taken away yet in reality it is not so. Nothing is lost; everything
contributes its impulse to the whole, and in the majesty and dignity of the whole receives a majesty
and dignity which it would not have otherwise. Only thus to the rational man can worth be put into
the struggles of life.
The small becomes the dreadful and immense.
We find great things are made of little things:
And little things go lessening till at last
Comes God behind them. This organic view of man and nature, this conception of natural evolution
in which a century is but a tiny shoot of a tree and an historical epoch but the bulb of a flower, is the
one conception which in these sceptical days adds that importance to individual effort which makes
life wort living. So long as there are gaps in our histories where it seems as though the life of nations
suddenly came to an end, and others where it seemed as though the life of others as suddenly has a

beginning; so long as we were doubtful of the value of genuine human love and effort, so long the
rational man was paralysed. But when now we can see that no life dies without first of all striking as
new life into man, and that no individual effort approved by an ordinary intelligence and directed by
an ordinary spirit fails to help progress in some way, we may again talk of the joy of living. It is but
the restating from independent evidence and experience that fundamental doctrine of Christian
faith and the ethic “whosoever loses his life for my sake shall win it.” It is the resurrection of action.
It brings the exercise of Christian life down to the very humblest as a duty, ant the co-partnership in
Christian joy to him who has least opportunity for religious exercise. It supplements the discovery of
the first rational step that there is nothing common or unclean by proclaiming that there is nothing
small and insignificant and that nothing passes away in spent pulses into space. And so humility and
faith become closer companions and their toiling in God’s vineyard receives a more apparent
reward. This magnifying the small by placing it in a system in which it is an essential part and thereby
giving it a share in the importance of the whole is, I repeat, the great truth to be urged at this time of
innervation. The first effect of the investigations of science which showed long inheritances, which
revealed to us an individual bound both by ancestry and circumstances and a society the
regeneration of which must be slow and the influence of a few men upon which must be small, the
first effect of these discoveries was undoubtedly to whisk the mind upon the times of despair. But
on closer examination we find these ideas to be full of new hope. They have sunk the individual’s
importance in one direction to raise it in another; and have only shown that action of a certain kind
is of little avail, to announce the supreme importance of action of another kind. The world then
progresses by a conservation of energy and to the mass of that energy available you and I contribute
by our hopes and fears, joys and sorrows, faith and work, belief and doubt, prayer and praise.
The third step of reason towards religion follows naturally and rapidly on the second, and when it
has been made, reason makes its full alliance with the other. All this change in history, in
circumstance and in thought is for the good, and it all goes to show that it is the spirit of goodness –
whom we call God – which is being unfolded in the process. In nature and in man we have God’s
countenance and mind. We can as yet apprehend it dimly but it is growing clearer. For centuries
upon centuries we have been as curious children gazing upon the becoming of something and as
new and newer aspects of the growing idea have presented themselves to us we have clapped our
hands and shouted that we know what it is to be in its completeness. But always a new revelation
comes and we say that in its completeness it must be something else. The last revelation was
evolution; the men who have great spiritual insight and see revelations before they are apparent to
ordinary people are our prophets, Christs and great poets. To this growing of the good, this
heralding of God’s kingdom upon earth, all peoples have contributed. Not a nation has flourished
without contributing some jewel or stone or beam to this home of the perfect man. We talk for
instance of the Western world as though it owed nothing to the Eastern, but apart from the fact that
it is quite certain that the Western people’s came from the East originally and must therefore have a
fundamental connection with it, we must remember that Hindoo, Persian, Assyurian, Chaldean, to
say nothing of Jewish influence has been the fire at which the Western spirit warmed itself. The
Alexandrian school has put us into obligation to Egypt, Greek though modified our Christianity and
Roman circumstances moulded it. The Medieval church was not all corruption and a disgrace. We,
from our standpoints, may, looking back, see many short cuts that might have been taken. But let us
always remember when we interest ourselves in this great problem of the evolution of good, that
one age does not and cannot advance to another age by short cuts. It explores the whole country in
which it is placed, and its records present us with a survey of the interests and characteristics of the
time rather than with a guide in the simple going ahead. Social progress is not a sort of walking tour,
but a sort of geographical survey. It provides us with maps not routes. And when it has done its work
succeeding ages take up sometimes consciously, sometimes unconsciously, the good that it has

discovered and that good gradually becomes part and parcel of the spiritual possessions of
humanity. All this is but the teaching of evolution. “Roaming in thought over the universe” says Walt
Whitman, “I saw the little that is good steadily hastening towards immortality, and the vast all that is
evil, I saw hastening to merge itself and become lost and dead.”
Thus we join in the fellowship of the mystery, by believing in the brotherhood of man, in the
efficiency of individual effort in the final triumph of good, by allowing these faiths to take possession
of us and raising them as the standards by which we measure the worth of our lives. And the
mystery itself? Surely that yearning and longing for better things, that premonition of a more perfect
eye, that imperious dictum of our nature to live well, all those emotions which bend us to press
forward to the mark of our high calling. That fellowship between life and soul, between conscience
and action alone is religion. All those who in their lives have illustrated it are the saviours of
mankind. To be worthy of this fellowship is no easy yoke. In passion and enthusiasm man can endure
much. The test of the power of the spirit comes in the moments when the blood cools and flags in its
hasty course. But the man bound in the fellowship of the mystery in fellowship all his days; and so it
becomes him to take unto himself the steadfastness of reason, to prove his faith by experience.
Enthusiasm evaporates; heat radiates. Calm conclusions and cool judgements alone are the fitting
boundaries of a faith which is not to be overthrown when the winds blow and the rains beat upon it.
If we build thus slowly and reverently skimping nothing in our haste and overlooking no flaw in our
impatience to lay the last stone our abode shall be secure. To ourselves sunshine will bring life and
storm strength. And success and adversity will equally contribute to our Christian character.

